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Abstract 

The complex unit appearing in the equations of quantum mechanics is gen

eralised to a quaternionic structure on spacetime, leading to the consider

ation of complex quantum mechanical particles whose dynamical behaviour 

is governed by inhomogeneous Dirac and Schrodinger equations. Mixing of 

hyper-complex components of wavefunctions occurs through their interaction 

with potentials dissipative into the extra quaternionic degrees of freedom. An 

interferorretric experiment is analysed to illustrate the effect. 
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The foundations of quaternionic quantum mechanics (QQM) were laid by Finkelstein, 

Jauch, Schiminovich and Speiser [1]. They sought to generalise standard complex quantum 

mechanics (CQM) by introducing additional geometrical concepts. Guiding them in their 

enterprise was the example of Einstein's geometrisation of gravity. Thus, they were led 

to proposing a quantum theory that was locally identical to CQM, but with a generalised 

global structure requiring the introduction of a connection on the spacetime manifold, called 

the Q-connection, in order to relate complex algebras, and hence states and measurements, 

at different points. A non-trivial global structure was described by a non-vanishing Q-

curvature operator, defined to be the commutator of the Q-covariant derivative at each 

point. The theory is complicated by ambiguity over the construction of tensor products, 

[2,3], and questions of how complex analytic techniques (e.g. harmonic analysis) are to be 

carried over to QQM's non-trivial bundle of complex state-spaces over spacetime. 

Given that investigations of quantum gravity have suggested that deBroglie-wave scat

tering off regions of gravitational curvature leads to effective particle creation, (e.g. Hawking 

radiat;on [4]), we should allow the possibility that regions of non-zero Q-curvature can act 

as sources and sinks of quantum probability. 

More recently, [5-7], the zero Q-curvature (i.e. Q-flat) limit of the theory has been in

vestigated. Coupling of the wavefunction components only occurs in the presence of quater

nionic potentials. A common feature of these investigations is the adoption of conventions 

regarding the ordering of quaternionic factors in the dynamical equations, resulting in ex

ponentially decaying hyper-complex components. Thus, the Q-flat limit introduces physics 

that is in principle difficult to observe. 

We instead consider particle dynamics in the intermediate case termed the "electromag

netic" limit by [1], As in the Q-flat limit, the presence of potentials with quaternionic 

elements causes mixing of the wavefunction components. 

Our approach to QQM is guided by an analogy with the importance of Killing vector 

fields in general relativity. The compatibility of the metric tensor with the covariant deriva

tive is a very strong constraint on the connection, simplifying the analysis of the system's 
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consequent dynamical behaviour. In the QQM case, imposing an analogous constraint on 

the Q-connection singles out a field of unit, pure imaginary quaternions which we identify 

with the i of CQM and with which we generalise complex analysis. Further, we adopt a new 

convention regarding the ordering of factors in the dynamical equations. This has major 

implications for the experimental verification of the theory. We shall use Green functions 

to analyse an interferometric experiment in the presence of weak quaternionic potentials. 

Multiple barrier potentials should be tractable using this technique in the weak potential 

limit. Our results differ qualitatively from those of previous investigators [8]. 

We generalise from the CQM formalism by introducing the new convention 

ECQM* = (dt*)ih ~ EQQM* = (Dt*)Tih, (1) 

where the new (Lorentz scalar) field on spacetime, T)(X"), is defined formally by 

V' = ~V, >72 = - l , (2) 

and now, because the algebra of quaternions, H, is non-commutative, the order of the factors 

is crucial. 

The momentum operator of the theory takes the form 

W = (Di*)r, = (d,V + iAC,- • * ) ? , (3) 

where D{ is the Q-covariant derivative, Q, is the Q-connection, and from [1], 

V a , / ? € H , Aa-/? = [a,/?]. (4) 

By imposing the compatibility condition that D^TJ = 0, we can implement the programme 

of canonical quantisation, with h = 1 and c = 1 in the appropriate units, 

[X\X'}=0, [PuPj) = 0, [X',P ;] = ^ V (5) 

The algebra of observables generated from the fundamental operators X*, Pj, E = 

P0, T;11, is formally identical to the algebra of operators of CQM. The possibility remains 
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that there exist operators with additional quaternionic components. We use the symplectic 

decomposition of any operator at a point, 

O = O" + ( O S (6) 

where On, & are q-complex, (i.e. a real linear combination of the unit operator, 11, and the 

operator ^11). Here we have introduced the new quaternionic field ( = C(*M) writh properties 

C2 = - l , {^(x"),C(x»')} = 0. (7) 

Note that !>„( ^ 0 in general, and that ty is not necessarily zero. The dynamical evolution 

of fully quaternionic operators is expected to be complicated. 

Also, there is no a priori reason why the wavefunction (considering single particle quan

tum systems) has to be restricted to be ^-complex. Instead, in the spirit of Finkelstein et 

a/., we decompose the wavefunction into its natural symplectic components at each point of 

spacetime 

* = ¥„ + (¥<• (8) 

We interpret the probability measure associated with the first symplectic component 

of the quaternionic wavefunction as corresponding to the usual probability distribution of 

CQM. Our convention regarding the order of Q-covariant differentiation and multiplication 

by rj ensures that the second symplectic component of the quaternionic wavefunction will 

be oscillatory and, hence, asymptotically relevant. 

In the relativistic regime, the full Q-curvature of the system is given by 

\D„DV] = \AK,V = iA(0MG„ - dyQ» + \[QM). (9) 

The compatibility condition on the covariant derivative of r) implies that AK^ • 7, but in 

general, AAC„„ • C will not vanish. 

This convention also allows us to treat the components of the Q-wavefunction under 

EM-gauge transformation in a way formally identical to the CQM case: 
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A . * - > £ * * = # M * + * * ' V J > / > „ * - » ( 0 j * ) i | . (10a) 

Then under any EM-gauge transformation, where 0(z M ) is a real function, 

* - » ¥ * = tfexpf-f/eGOr")), A„ - • 4„ + d „ 6 . (10b) 

The Aharonov-Bohm effect can be analysed in the quaternionic case in an analogous fashion 

[9]-

The most general linear combination of the quaternion generators that satisfies the mod

ulus constraint on n is 

•/(x**) = sin 0 cos ̂ t'i + sin 0 sin #2 + cos B13, (11) 

where 0 = 0(xf') and <j> = ^(x*1) are real functions on spacetime. Then the most general C 

field that anticommutes with rj and has unit modulus is 

C(x**) = cos 0 cos 4>i\ + cos 0 sin #2 — sin 0*3. (12) 

The third generator of the quaternionic algebra at xM is 

4(x") = i[»/, C] = - sin <A*'i + cos 4>i2 + 0 t 3 . (13) 

Invoking Liebniz's rule for the application of covariant derivatives to products of quater

nions, Eqs. (2,7) imply 

{V,DV}=0, {C,DC} = 0, {t,DQ=0. (14) 

Therefore, we define 

i U = V7+b„C7, (15) 

where aM, b^ are real functions. 

Then £>M(A-C) = A ^ + CB„i„ where 

AMi/ = ijdf,iv — a^b„, B,,,, = T/d^b,, — b„b„. (16) 
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If aM, (respectively bM) vanishes, then so does A„ ,̂ (respectively B„„). The ramifications 

of these circumstances will be explored below. 

Now for clarity of exposition, we introduce the simplified notation $ = V,+Cv» where V', V 

are q-complex, representing a general particle wavefunction of arbitrary spin and statistics. 

Proceeding by analogy with the CQM case, the quaternionic Dirac equation is 

^ ( Z ? M * / J ) ^ - * « m = 0, (17) 

where a = 1, 2, 3, 4 indexes the components of the Dirac 4-spinor, and we are free to choose 

any ^-complex representation for the gamma matrices. With the standard Feynman slash 

notation, this quaternionic equation is equivalent to a pair of 77-complex equations, where 

we now identify JJ with the i of CQM, 

W-m)1> = l<p. (i?-}-m)<f = 0. (18) 

Thus a = 0 leads to no coupling between V7 and y> in this free-field limit. 

From this we obtain the spin-1/2 Klein-Gordon equation 

0= (#P + m2)tf, 

= (D-D + m 2)* - J £ ( * £ , . • •*)*<#, < 1 9) 
0=\ 

equivalent to the pair of complex equations 

(d2 + m2W = (2a • \d - A"„ + ^""A^Jv, (20a) 

(d2 + m2V = (2b • 40 - B"„ + i a " " B M ) V , (20b) 

where we have used the fact that 

= i(A„-A 1 / , ) + Ci(B„-B t,,). (21) 

Note that i(7*"'B[M„] = —a"" d\,Jbv], which explains why [1] refers to an "electromagnetic" 

limit. 
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By using the Q-dirac equation to get the K-G equation, we get the spin-Q-curvature 

interaction automatically. Note that, again, the vanishing of a will remove the coupling 

between symplectic components in the absence of quaternion -dissipative potentials. 

Similarly, the spin-0 Klein-Gordon equation has the analogous, quaternionic equation, 

(D • D + m 2 )* = 0, equivalent to the pair of complex equations Eq. (20) but with ia"" ~ 0. 

In the non-relativistic limit, we have the q iternionic analogue of the Schrodinger equa

tion 

(A*)>7 + £ £ - £ * = 0, (22) 

equivalent to the pair of equations 

(idt + £ V > = (a, + a • ±V - ±k\)<p, (23a) 

(«A + £ V ' V = (bt + & • £ * " £B* f cfc • (23b) 

In this limit, the dynamical equations are independent of intrinsic spin, and so an ensemble 

of spin states (correlated or statistical mixture) will retain its structure until a measurement 

of spin is made. This would imply that Bell experiments will be fundamentally unchanged 

by progressing to QQM, but that the expectation values will be different to the CQM case 

due to the difference in Pauli spin operators at different points of space [9]. 

Now the additional postulate, Drf = 0, implies 

{V,Dka = 0, {Tj,DkZ} = 0, VfceZ. (24) 

Hence, DC, oc £ and D£, oc (. That is, the compatibility condition is sufficient to force 

a = 0, decoupling the symplectic components of the wavefunction in the absence of fully 

quaternionic potentials. Explicitly 

dfj) = 0,M(cos 0 cos (j>ii + cos 9 sin $ 2 — sin 0i3) 

•\-4>,n{—sin0s\n<f>U + sin 0 cos <j>ii). (25) 
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Therefore Q% is a free real parameter, Q^ = ^ i t f sin0, and Q* = — 0>M. Hence 

DA = -0+V + ** cos ̂  + \[QlV + Q% C], 

= ( e : + * , « * * K , (27) 

* U = ^ ( - cos 0 , - sin ^*2) + i [Q> + Q<C, fl, 

= - ( Q 2 + **«»*)<, (28) 

so we have 

aM = 0, K=-(Ql + <f>^cos0). (29) 

We see that the imposition of the compatibility condition results in the decoupling of the 

symplectic components of the quaternionic wavefunction. 

In the presence of a potential V = V + £V*, V* ^ 0, in the non-relativistic limit and, 

as in Eq.(lOa), postulating the post-multiplication of the 77-complex V-components on the 

wavefunction, we have the pair of coupled dynamical equations 

(td« + £ V 2 - V " W = : - l ' V , (30a) 

{ t d t + ± V 2 - V ' - b , - b - i - V + £B* f c V = V<1>. (30b) 

Symbolically, LJV> = — Vfy, L2y> = Vty. 

Introducing the Green functions Qj(x\x') defined by 

L}g}(x\x') = 6(x-x'). (31) 

the most general solutions to these P.D.E.'s are 

* = r}>0 - jdx'Gx{x\x')V<{x')v(x'), (32a) 
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¥> = ¥>. + |dx '&(x |x ' ) V<(*')0(*'), (32b) 

where 0 O , <p0 are solutions to their respective homogeneous P.D.E.'s, and we assume homo

geneous boundary conditions. 

Thus we have the formal, iterative solution for the symplectic components 

0 = Vo - /<k'ai(x|*')V*(s'){¥>o(*') 

+ fdx"g3(x'\x")V<(x")0(*")} , etc. (33) 

Hence, for small V* we have 

0 = 0 . - Jdx'g1(x\x,)V<(x'Mx') + 0(|V<| 2), (34) 

and we can see that QQM with weak Q-potentials leads to inhomogeneous dynamical equa

tions. Spontaneous creation and dematerialisation of particles is a consequence of this 

situation. 

To illustrate, we consider an interferometry experiment consisting of a deBroglie wave, 

say of slow neutrons, split into two coherent beams. One beam is passed through a constant, 

quaternionic potential of bounded support, and then they are recombined to interfere [10]. 

The final intensity pattern 

I(x, I) oc |0 + {50 - V * I M ( ? 0 ) } + 0 ( | V T ) | 2 , (35) 

where 0 is the reference wave, \S\2 is the transmission coefficient of the single barrier po

tential V which is non-zero constant on the interval [a, b] and vanishes elsewhere, ipQ is the 

time-dependent solution of the corresponding homogeneous, hyper-complex component's 

dynamical equation, and 

I[«,6)(Vo) = [ dx'Qi(x\x')<p0{x', t). (36) 

The Green function for the 1 dimensional, finite-barrier potential is, from [11], 

Qi(x\x') = -27ri(ifc,)- ,e , k l | l- ; r ' 1, (37) 
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where kt = (u^ — V ) 1 / 2 , and idt1> = ^I^- Assuming an effectr—e constant potential, VQ, 

due to the presence of curvature in the interval [a, 6], and that %<kp0 — ^f, w e have in the 

region x > 6, 

Wj(Vo) = -2xt(Jk,)- l ^e i *"- i -" 

(38) 

where -A/"v is a normalisation factor, R > 0 due to reflection within the barrier, and k2 — 

(wj — V — VQ) 1 ' 2 . This is not translationally invariant, which is intuitively obvious as this 

is a source problem. Note that the presence of non-zero Q-curvature ensures that the first 

integral is convergent when wi = wj, which is the condition for the intensity to be time 

independent. 

The way in which our quaternionic expectation value departs from the predictions of 

CQM is qualitatively different to previous investigations. In particular, QQM manifests itself 

through effective "external" sources, rather than through non-commuting phase factors [8]. 

Finally, in the case of a series of spatially bounded and non-intersecting potential barriers, 

the order of traversal is critical (as previously suggested, but now for new reasons). 
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